
TRAILER SCRIPT, LONG VERSION, DRAFT ONE   
 
Alan in the psychiatrist’s office.  
 
        ALAN: 
        A dream... Always the same.  
 
Cut to him in bed, tossing and turning, having trouble sleeping. Maybe some brief 
indistinct flashes of the banshee and/or someone running from a threat. 
 
        ALAN (getting slightly wheezy towards the end?):  
        Me, by myself, running in the dark. My ears covered trying to block out some noise. 
I'm shouting, I can't hear what. I feel as if I am running from something... I never 
 hear a sound, but its always the same, ears covered, running blind and shouting or 
screaming. 
 
Cut to dimly lit doctor’s office, noise of Alan wheezing and using his inhaler.  

    
         DOCTOR:  
          Is there anything going on in your life that might have you feeling under pressure? 

 
         ALAN: 
          Hmmm... I don't know... Well ma dad was... Trouble... An' sometimes... 
  
Cuts to flashback of Alan’s childhood abuse.  

 
ALAN: 

          And now I, find it hard... Not being anxious or... angry… 
 
Cuts to the scene when Alan in tense in the car, then is relieved when he sees Emma.  
 
(Angry could also have the ink effect dripping into the shot, painting it, looking like 
blood)    
     
Flicker of the banshee? - hand coming in to shot in the bedroom as Alan sleeps, or 
flicker in the rear view mirror of the car.  
 
          DOCTOR: 
          Do you know what triggers these attacks?  



 
(He opens the blinds and flood the room with light ?)   
 
((Part Two - Some less tense scenes establishing Alan’s life, the Belfast setting, 
introducing other characters and his relationships to them))  
 
Walking with Emma below Samson and Goliath.  

 
         ALAN 

 If I don't get a job soon, I'm gonna end up turning to drink or behind bars. I… My 
dreams are getting pretty bad, its every night now... So... I'm tired... Generally. I 
don't know how you put up with me. 

 
(Maybe with the ‘I’m tired’, we could have an ominous shot, something to unease the 
audience, like clenching his fist where he’s holding her) 

 
 EMMA 
 Don't say that! I know you’re having a hard time, but you’re always nice to me, 
no matter how bad you feel. I love you! Don't worry about me! 
 

*MAKE THIS EXCHANGE SHORTER?*  
 

 
Banter with friends in the off license 
  *INTRODUCE CONOR, STEPHANIE?*  
 
Walking up the path to cave hill 
 

CONOR (jokingly): 
   You look like you’re ready to do murder!  

  
Crow caws (omen of death)  
 
Alan guilty looking at the ring he has stolen?  
 

EMMA’S GRANDMOTHER (nearly shouting): 
     I don’t what you’ve done but you’re marked! Leave us alone!  

 
((Part Three: more dramatic, dark, fast shots, building tension to the climax of the trailer. 
Continuous heavy breathing adds to the tension not being able to use inhaler, grows into 
hyperventilation and sobbing.))  



 
Glimpse of the Banshee clapping (sound used as a transition between shots?) 
 
Scene of Emma in hospital?  
 
Flashback to Alan’s childhood abuse, the father hitting the mother?  
 
Flashback to hurting the old woman? (re-use Granny’s character model maybe?)  
 
Show the old man chasing them? (re-use Doctor’s character model, perhaps?)  
 
Shot of him chasing Stephanie by the bonfire, but it’s not clear to the viewer what is going on, 
only that he is in a rage and breathing hard  
 
Flashback to him running from his dad? (a parallel shot)  
 
Show the thing watching him - as he sleeps, in corners?  
 

EMMA: 
     What has you looking like you’re on death’s row?  

 
Jumpscare Ending of banshee’s silhouette, piercing screaming.  
 
TITLE CARD: SHE FAERIE  
 
 
NOTES ON STYLE/SOUND DESIGN 
 
Minimalist 3D design and animation, relatively ‘still’ shots that build tension? 
 
Continuous motion, sense of building tension, right to left movement = negative?  
 
Obscure, dark, tense imagery - quick, dramatic shots (if we can afford that)  
 
Breathing sounds throughout, building tension, becomes hyperventilating, sobbing, ends in 
scream 
 
Clapping (Banshee) transition between scenes  
 
Emotions though ink overlays, colours, e.g. red, blood-like ink trickles for anger;  
 
COLOUR SUGGESTIONS?: 



●  eerie blue light (flooding through a window?) in certain scenes e.g. Doctor’s office, 
Alan unable to sleep, Emma’s Granny, moonlight - associated with the colours of the 
ghostly Banshee?  

●  yellows and dark gold for the ring, the off licence scene, brownish grass on cave hill, 
harland and wolff; associated with Emma and Alan’s friends? 

●  bloody red for scenes assocated with anger, alan and his father - flashbacks to abuse, 
Alan’s stress, the scene attacking Stephanie at the bonfire  

● Desaturated tones- Mainly for the more domestic dreary parts of Alan’s life 
 
 
 
CHARACTERS 
 
ALAN 
 
EMMA 
 
CONOR (character model reused as ALAN’S FATHER?)  
 
STEPHANIE (character model reused as ALAN’S MOTHER?)  
 
DOCTOR (character model reused as OLD MAN WHO CHASES THEM?) 
 
GRANNY (character model reused as the OLD WOMAN ALAN MUGS?)  
 
BANSHEE 
 
CROW (compositing real life footage?) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 


